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Pronouns:  Subject Pronouns 
 

    
FORM:     Singular:              Plural: 

 
         I                        we 

         you                   you 

         she                   they 

         he 

         it 

  
USE: The Subject Pronoun or “Personal Pronoun” replaces a noun – person or thing.  

It can identify a person or thing when we do not know its name.  It is placed 
before the verb.  Remember, if the noun is plural, the subject pronoun must be 
plural too. 
     E.g.   Carol is nice.  She is friendly. 
              The girl and boy are tall.  They are tall. 
 

EXAMPLES: My sister is 29 years old.  She is young. 
The cat is on the chair.  It is cute. 
John and I are brothers.  We are twins. 
 

 
 
 

Substitute the underlined words with the SUBJECT PRONOUNS. 
 
1. Helen 4.  is a wonderful person. 

 
__________________________________ 

My father

2. 

 is busy in the study. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

John and I 5.  are at the hospital. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

The boys

3. 

 

 

 are very tall. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

My sister 6.  is in the kitchen. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

The waitress

  

 is a kind woman. 
 
_________________________________ 
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7. The coffee 10.  is on the desk. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

The classroom

8. 

 is empty. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

Mrs. Jones 11.  is in the office. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

Mr. Smith

9. 

 is an excellent lawyer. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

Rita and I 12.  are at work. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

The students

 
 

 are tired today. 
 
_________________________________ 
 

The subject pronouns in the sentences below are not correct.  Circle the incorrect PRONOUNS 
and write the correct PRONOUNS in the blanks. 

 
1. Omar and Oscar are from Mexico. You are Mexican. 

 ________________ 

2. Karen is twenty-five years old. He is from Canada.

 ________________ 

3. You and Kaoru are from Japan. They are Japanese.

 ________________ 

4. Ottawa is the capital of Canada. She is the capital city.

 ________________ 

5. Max and I are from Rome. They are Italian.

 ________________ 

6. Lara and Pedro are from Brazil. You are Brazilian.

 ________________ 

7. Soo and Yuni are from Seoul. We are Korean.

 ________________ 


